
Flexing HubSpot’s Marketing Muscle: 

Using Our Reach to Amplify Your Brand, 

Product, and Integration



Co-Marketing with HubSpot



What the heck is co-marketing?
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What is co-marketing?



1. Shared persona

2. Leverages both partners expertise or product 

3. Maximizes the reach of the campaign

4. Offers something of value 

What makes co-marketing collaborations successful?



Who better to partner with 
than integration partners?



1. Shared persona

2. Leverages both partners expertise or product 

3. Maximizes the reach of the campaign

4. Offers something of value 

What makes co-marketing collaborations successful?



HubSpot’s Co-Marketing 
Program



● Content campaigns that target shared persona

○ Ebooks

○ Webinars

○ Templates

○ Interactive Content

○ Mixed Media Content

○ What’s Next?

What is our co-marketing sweet spot?



Examples of Successful 
Campaigns









HubSpot Audience Reach



10M+
Views Per Month Globally





What We Look for in Potential 
Partners



The Right Persona

Large audience of marketing and/or sales 

professionals, mainly SMB (25-200 emp) that would be 

good fit leads for HubSpot paid/free marketing 

products



Global Reach

Global audience outside of North America (EMEA, 

APAC, LATAM) and/or ability to translate and promote 

content into Spanish, Portuguese, German, Japanese, 

and French



Content Experts

Remarkable, helpful and educational content to help 

marketers (blog, newsletters, social, offsite content, 

video, etc).



Acquisition Goals

Partners that run campaigns to drive acquisition and 

promote top of the funnel content to support their 

sales funnel.



Product Fit

Partners that have products our customers will find 

helpful to grow their businesses



Product Fit

Partners that have products our customers will find 

helpful to grow their businesses



Delightful

Partners that are delightful to work with and who are 

willing to split content creation 50/50 with HubSpot’s 

Style Guidelines.



How to Work With Us



Steps to Starting a Co-Marketing Partnership

1. Redeem your Connect Partner benefits

a. https://www.hubspot.com/integrations/partner-benefits

2. Co-Marketing form 

3. Introductory conversation

a. What are your goals?

b. Audience size and persona match

c. Content ideas and priorities

4. Begin campaign plans


